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ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs is the improved product of ZQ203-125 drill pipe tongs. It is the combination
of ZQ203-125 drill pipe power tongs and ZQ125-DS lifting device and can be widely used in drilling (workover)
operation in the oilfield and mining. The tong head is the open type and can be free to disengage the drill pipe
with strong mobility. The tongs is the integral structure of spinner and torque tong. With the tong, cathead, manual
tong and spinning rope (spinning chain) can be omitted in the on/off operation. The operation is simple, safe and
labor-saving with high efficiency. And it is especially suitable for the situation with frequent tripping and long-
term drilling period.

ZQ203-125II Drill Pipe Power Tong is improved better than ZQ203-100 Drill Pipe Power Tong with
greater torque, new structure and being equipped with auto-control device for make-up torque. ZQ203-
125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs is characterized by:

1. Lifting hydraulic cylinder is increased and tong head height can be easily adjusted within 0-430mm;

2. With the integral structure of upper and lower tongs, it can avoid the possibility of bending drill pipe under
large torque and prevent drill pipe to slip in the slips;

3. With light and flexible tong head floating plan, it can greatly simplify the lifting; automatic aligning clamping
structure can ensure the reliable clamping of new and old connectors;

4. Enhanced tong body effectively limits deformation of tong head under large torque.

5. The unique board slope, plug and other connection structures in the tong head is easy for dismantling
maintenance;

6. The on line shifting structure of air tube clutch is easy for the operation. The torque and speed can be
controlled. And it can provide the maximum torque and speed in the positive and negativedirection;

7. The realization of the automatic unloading high make-up torque can effectively protect the drill string
connector screw thread;

8. In the upper and lower tong clamping, brake staple and clamping cylinder are respectively used. It is simple
in the structure. And the cylinder is used to deliver the tong. It is not to push and pull the tong by someone;

9. Under large torque (90-125kN. M), the door frame can restrict the tong head deformation.
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Chapter 1 Safety Cautions

1. Personal security protection requirements during the operation and maintenance of
ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

1) Before the operation and maintenance of drill pipe power tongs, you must learn its structure and performance
as well as the installation on the well platform through the instructions.

2) Before the operation and maintenance of drill pipe power tongs, you must check the drill pipe power tongs
for the correct, fixed and reliable installation and the connection between various parts, such as the
connection of transfer cylinder and hydraulic and pneumatic pipelines.

3) To learn and be familiar with the working principle and working process of the drill pipe power tongs as well
as the role of operation handle.

4) The operators shall be equipped with the normal protective equipment.

5) Check for hydraulic lines before the tong operation to prevent operator injuries due to high-pressure oil
spillage. At the same time the operators should be far away from high-pressure pipeline aspossible.

6) After the drill pipe enters the tong head, the operator shall immediately close the protective door. And during
the operation, it is prohibited to put your hands or other objects into the tong head.

2. Equipment security requirements during the operation and maintenance of ZQ203-125
Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

1) When tripping the drill pipe, the breaking torque is large and door frame can not be removed. Otherwise the
caused shell deformation will lead damaged tongs.

2) The maximum pressure of hydraulic system shall not exceed 20.7Mpa. When leaving the factory, relief valve
is adjusted to the pressure. Do not adjust it arbitrarily during operation.

3) During the on/off operation of drill pipe power tong head, do not operate the chain block to adjust the tong
height.

4) When breaking the tong, if the pin is not fully screwed out from the box, do not pull up the drilling rig to
prevent thread slipping and drill percussion. When the upper tong does not release the drilling rig, do not lift
drilling rig to avoid lifting floating parts or damaging the component by drilling rig.

5) When adjusting the make-up relief valve to the make-up pressure (to the required make-up torque), it is
prohibited to open the low shift to adjust the pressure for the low shift has too large torque which will
damage the connector.

Chapter 2 Performance Parameters

A. Specification as drill pipe tong

1. Hydraulic system

Rated flow 114 l/min (30.12 gpm)

Maximum working pressure 20.7Mpa (3000psi)
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2. Pneumatic system

Working pressure 0.5-1 Mpa (72.5-145 psi)

3. The tong head rotation speed under different flow (Table 1)

Table 1. The tong head rotation speed under different flow

Flow The tong head rotation speed, rpm

l/min gpm High shift Low shift

114 30.12 40 2.7

100 26.42 35.1 2.4

90 23.78 31.6 2.1

80 21.13 28 1.9

70 18.49 24.5 1.7

60 15.85 21 1.4

50 13.21 17 1.0

3. The tong head rotation speed under different pressures (Table2)

Table 2. The tong head rotation speed under different pressure

Pressure
Tong head torque

High shift Low shift

MPa psi N．m ft.lbf N．m ft.lbf

20.7 3000 8500 6270 125000 92200

20.0 2900 8200 6040 120000 89100

17.0 2465 6950 5125 102300 75450

15.0 2176 6100 4500 90300 66600

13.0 1885 5290 3900 78200 57680

11.0 1595 4460 3290 66000 48680

9.0 1305 3630 2680 53800 39680

7.0 1015 2800 2065 51600 30680

5.0 725 1970 1450 29400 21680

Assumptions:

(1) Braking torque of tong head brake staple is 1000 N·m (in Table 2 the torque impact has been taken into
account);

(2) Rotation inertia will increase the make-up (break-out) torque, while the friction will decrease the make-up
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(break-out) torque. In order to simplify the calculation, in the data of Table 2 it is considered like that: the
two torques are neutralized.

5. Applicable pipe diameter (as drill pipe power tong)

(1) Applicable pipe diameter range of tong head jaw plate is: φ127-φ203.2mm. The corresponding relationship
between string diameter and applicable jaw plate assembly is shown in Table 1. During operation, applicable
jaw plate assembly should be selected according to the actual diameter of drilling rig.

(2) The allowable abrasion loss of each connector is 10mm with allowable partial abrasion loss of 3mm.

(3) The whole length of male and female connectors should be no less than 420 mm.

6. Transfer cylinder

Maximum stroke 1500mm (59in)

Forward thrust 2360N (530.5 lfb) (PAir＝0.6MPa)

Backward pull 1710N (384.4 lfb) (PAir＝0.6MPa)

7. Lifting distance: 0-430mm（0-16.9in）

8. Dimensions

L × W × H＝1785×1080×1630mm (including lifting hydraulic cylinder height)

L × W × H＝70.3×42.5×64.2 in

9. Mass 2800kg（6150 lb）

Chapter 3 Operation Scope

1. The tripping operation

Make up or break out drill pipe joint thread when the torque does not exceed 125kN·m.

2. Break out kelly joint under normal drilling operation.

3. Make up or break out 8 " drill collar.

4. Laying down the drill pipe

When laying down the drill pipe, you should adjust screw rod of the boom to align the tilting direction of tong
head and mouse hole. Adjust the direction of the transfer cylinder (pull it to the derrick leg with coir rope or wire
rope) and align the tong head with mouse hole, then lay down the drill pipe.

5. Moving the drilling rig

When winch and rotary table does not work for the drilling drive system fails, the drilling rig in the well can not
move. In order to prevent sticking, you may remove the lower tong jaw plates, send the tong to the wellhead, bind
both sides of tong tail with wire rope to restrict the tong rotation, replace corresponding jaw plate on the upper
tong according to the diameter of drilling rig to hold kelly joint or drill pipe joint, open rotary table pin, open
rotary table clutch and turn the upper tong to push downhole drilling rig sitting on the rotary table to rotate. Note
that it should be not too long (usually about half an hour) that downhole drilling rig is continuously moved
through low shift (2.7rpm).
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Chapter 4 Structures of Main Components

1. Two- shift planetary gearbox

In order to achieve high-speed and low-torque spinning and low-speed and high-torque punching, in the power
tongs two-shift planetary gearbox and the unique design of non-stop shifting braking structure are used to improve
the time efficiency of the tongs (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

The transmission diagram of the drill pipe power tong is shown in Figure 2. When the tong is in the high shift, the
air tube clutch brakes the upper annular gear (Z2). And hydraulic motor drives the planetary carrier equipped with
planetary gear (Z3) to rotate. The power is delivered from the sun wheel (Z1). When the tong is in the low shift,
the air tube clutch brakes the annular gear (Z4). And hydraulic motor drives the sun wheel (Z6) to rotate. The
power is delivered from the planetary carrier equipped with planetary gear (Z5).

2. Gear deceleration device

As shown in Figure 1, enhanced lower shell (27) of power tongs and the upper shell (22) and gland (29) for the
installation of the planetary gearbox form the transmission box of gear deceleration device. The lower shell, upper
shell and gland are connected with Idler coupling (40). Thus the structure is reliable. And normal rotation of each
gear will be ensured.

As shown in Figure 2, output shaft of two-shift planetary gear box is the input shaft of secondary gear deceleration
device. Through the first level deceleration (Z7-Z8), the secondary gear (Z9-Z10-Z11) drives notched gear ( Z11)
rotate. The role of two idler wheels (Z10) is for the continuous transmission of gear (Z9) rotation to the notched
gear (Z11). It is required by "passing the notch".

3. Tong head (see Figure 1)

1) Clamping device:

In clamping device, the notched gear (1) of transmission part drives floating body (9) to rotate through three pins
(2). Brake staple (42) is always braking the brake disc (3) with the torque of 1000N·m. The jaw plate frame (4)
equipped with jaw plate assembly is bolted with the brake disc. When the floating body begins to turn, for the
tong tooth does not contact the joint, the brake disc and jaw plate frame are braked without rotation. As slopeplate
(46) with a certain slope angle rotates with the floating body, so the roller (45) on the back of the jaw plate will
rise along the curved surface of the slope plate, approach the center along the square slot on the jaw plate frame
inserts and clamp the joints finally. At this time notched gear will drive the brake disc, jaw plate frame, jaw plate
and string on the floating body to rotate for the make-up and break-out operation. And the clamping cylinder (49)
of the lower tong pushes the taper disc (41) to drive jaw plate frame to rotate in the shell. Thus the lower joint can
be clamped or released.

In the tongs, slope plate is directly mounted in the slope plate groove of the floating body and the shell without
bolts and other connection components. It has simple structure for easy assembly and disassembly. The
positioning block (7) is installed in the dovetail groove of the jaw plate frame. And it is used to center the drill
pipe. The mobile pin (8) is used to position the positioning block. If you press the mobile pin, the positioning
block can be removed. It is convenient for assembly and disassembly.

2) Floating body:

For the relative positions of the upper and lower tongs are changed during the spinning, it is required that the
upper tong should be able to float compared with the lower tong. As shown in Figure 1, in the power tong, the
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light and flexible floating program of the tong head is utilized. Floating body is sitting on the notched gear
through four springs (56). With the spring flexibility, it can ensure the enough vertical displacement of the floating
body. In order to ensure clamping the drill pipe when the joint is in partial abrasion loss, floating body can also
have the horizontal displacement relative to the notched gear. The three pins (9) and square socket (10) installed in
the notched gear as well as the gaps within rectangular hole of the floating body can ensure thedisplacement.

3) Brake device:

In any power tongs, in order to ensure relative motion between the roller and the slope plate (i.e. to achieve
climbing and falling back along the slope), it necessary to design the braking structure for jaw plate frame. As
shown in Figure 1, two brake staples (42) connecting rod (39) and the brake staple regulation barrel (35) outside
of the brake disc forms the brake body. Turn regulation barrel to adjust the strain of the spring in the barrel, then
the braking torque value can be changed. The brake body also has the centering function for floating body and can
adapt to the requirements of eccentric joints.

4) Resetting device:

In the power tongs, there are three resetting requirements for alignment: the alignment between floating body and
the shell; the alignment between the upper tong jaw plate frame and floating body; the alignment between the
lower tong jaw plate frame and shell.

After the rough alignment with the high shift, then carry out the accurate alignment with the low shift for the
floating body and the shell. And the same method is applicable to the alignment between the upper tong jaw plate
frame and floating body as well as the alignment between the lower tong jaw plate frame and shell.

As shown in the B-B rotation in Figure 1, positioning pin (57) is mounted on the floating body, the half-moon
positioning rotary pin (58) and the positioning handle (11) are connected and installed in the brake disc. Obviously,
the floating body in the position shown in the figure can have the relative motion to the brake disc, the
counterclockwise rotation (breaking position). If you turn the positioning handle 180 ° reversely, the floating body
can have the relative motion to the brake disc, the clockwise rotation (the make-up position). When the floating
body turns in the opposite direction and the positioning pin (57) contacts the half-moon positioning rotary pin (58),
the brake disc and floating body is aligned.

In order to facilitate the observation, during the installation the direction of the positioning handle of upper tong
should be the same to the make-up (or break-out) rotation direction. And the positioning handle of lower tong and
the positioning handle of upper tong should in the same direction.

The positioning pin of the resetting device of lower tong and the pin of the fork of the clamping cylinder form the
taper plate (53) which is fixed on the fork (53) of the clamping cylinder with split pin. The clamping cylinder is
installed in the bracket of the lower tong.

4. Lifting device

Lifting device is mainly composed of lifting cylinder, balance valve, manual reverse valve, air bag frame,
regulation device, etc. Lifting cylinder is installed inside the air bag frame which is connected with lug gland of
idler shaft end of the tongs. The lifting cylinder can be lifted or dropped and locked at any height. Air storage bag
is on the side of air bag frame. And hydraulic control components, pressure torque meters, etc. are installed on the
other side.

Lifting cylinder and power tong in the lifting device share the same hydraulic power source. The hydraulic control
system equipped with manual reverse valve and balancing valve allows the balanced and free up-and-down
movement of lifting cylinder; and in any position within the cylinder stroke it can be locked, so as to achieve the
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suspension height of the tongs precisely for the make-up and break-out operations.

5. Hydraulic system

As shown in Figure 3, the hydraulic system of the tongs is simple. Only hydraulic motor and lifting cylinder use
the hydraulic oil. The hydraulic oil from the power unit (1) is sent to the H-type manual reverse valve (3) of the
power tong through M-type manual reverse valve (10) in the lifting device. M-type manual reverse valve controls
the movement of the lifting hydraulic cylinder (6) and H-type manual reverse valve controls positive and
reversible rotation of hydraulic motor (8).

In the system pressure torque meter is installed（7）. During the operation the make-up and break-out pressure as
well as working torque can be directly read. In order to control the make-up torque, the make-up relief valve (9).
Adjust relief valve to control the make-up torque of the power tongs.

The power tongs is equipped with special hydraulic power unit which can be ordered separately if necessary.

6. Pneumatic system

As shown in Figure 4, in the power tongs compressed air produced by the drilling rigs itself is used as the air
source. In order to avoid the flow impact of long-distance gas pipeline, the boom frame cavity is used to store the
compressed air in the power tongs. And the cavity is the air bag (2) in the gas pipeline.

The three three-position and three-way manual reverse valves (Components 6, 7 and 10) are used to respectively
control the actions of low and high shift air tube (3 and 4), clamping cylinder (9) and transfer cylinder (8). The
three manual reverse valves are installed in the unified air control board for the operation convenience.

7. Transfer device

As shown in Figure 5, in the power tongs, the transfer cylinder (7) is used to transfer the tong body. And the fork
on one end of the transfer cylinder is connected with the lug of lower shell of the power tongs through the
universal joint (2) and pin (1). And the other end is connected with the clip (8). The pygal plate of lower shell of
the power tongs is connected with the skidding sleeve (6) of the transfer cylinder on the both sides with the wire
rope (3). And the spring (4) can ensure the stability during the transfer. The clip (8) is connected with the square
sternpost fixed on the platform.

Chapter 5 Installation and Commissioning

1. Tong installation (see attached Figure 6)

1) Fix the 5-ton single pulley on the bottom girder of the crown.

2) Slip 5/8 "- 3/4" wire rope through the pulley. One end of wire rope is fastened on the screw rod of the boom in
the drill pipe power tongs. And the other end is slipping through the 5-ton single pulley and fixed to the 3-ton
chain block hook. And the chain block is fixed to the bottom girder with the wire rope. The tong bottom is 40
mm above the elevator.

3) Sternpost installation (5 1/2" casing). Sternpost is installed in the derrick base. In order to prevent loosening
and rotation in the use, lower part of the sternpost can be welded into the square shape and then fixed with
wood wedge or other methods. The upper part of the sternpost can be clamped with clip and derrick. During
the installation, wellhead, tongs and sternpost should be in the line.

4) The transfer cylinder cover is connected with the tail of the lower shell of the tong body through the
universal joint. Piston rod fork is connected with sternpost through the universal joint. Note: The transfer
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cylinder in the end of the sternpost should be 100-250 mm lower than the end of the tong.

5) In order to keep the tong automatically away from the wellhead (without compressed air), the positive and
negative spiral button may be installed near to two-story platform to pull back the tong.

2. Tong leveling

Tong leveling is extremely important. If the tong is not leveled, it not only leads to slipping, but also the tong
damage.

When the power tongs is installed, connect and hydraulic pipelines and pneumatic pipelines, manipulate the
control valve of the transfer cylinder to send the tong to the wellhead (the drill pipe should be at the wellhead for
the observation and calibration). Adjust the tong height and keep the tong bottom in certain distance (40 mm) with
the elevator. After the drill pipe enters the tong gap, you can stand before the tong head to observe the leveling. If
it is not leveled, turn the screw rod of the lifting device and change the location of the left and right wire ropes for
regulation. After basically leveling, observe two positioning blocks of the upper and lower tongs (component 10 in
Figure 1) are respectively coupled with the upper and lower drill pipe collars. if one block is not coupled, it is
indicated that the tongs is not leveled. Adjust the screw rod of the boom (component 19 in Figure 1) to make the
pin and box joint to couple with the upper and lower positioning blocks. Generally it is proper that tong head is
leveled with the rotary table.

3. The pipeline connection

General intake manifold – connect the M22 × 1.5C-type port on the back of the lifting hydraulic cylinder with the
hose of air pressure source.

High pressure oil feeding pipe - connect the M30 × 1.5C (or NPT1) port on the valve plate of the lifting hydraulic
cylinder with the high-pressure hose of hydraulic source.

Low pressure oil return pipe –connect the M42 × 2D (or NPT1 1/4) port on the valve plate of oil motor with the
low-pressure hose of hydraulic source.

Oil leakage pipe –connect the M18 × 1.5C port on the valve plates of lifting hydraulic cylinder and oil motor with
the port of hydraulic unit.

4. Commissioning

1) After connecting the pneumatic pipeline, manipulate pneumatic valve of high and low shifts, the lower
clamping cylinder and transfer cylinder valve and check for flexible operation and leakage.

2) Idle for 1-2 minutes under low shift. Idling pressure of low shift is less than 2.5MPa.

3) Idle for 1-2 minutes under high shift. Idling pressure of high shift is less than 2.5MPa.

4) Carry out reversible and positive rotation test on the motor as well as the resetting device of the tonghead.

5) Manipulate manual reverse valve of lifting hydraulic cylinder, so that the tong is lifted up and down and
suspended at any position.

6) Run the tong into the wellhead and clamp the joint with the lower tong.

7) Adjust the make-up and break-out pressure with the high shift (the make-up pressure can be regulated on the
relief valve and the break-out pressure can be regulated on the general relief meter) to make the make-up and
break-out meet the drilling requirements. The tong head torque is proportional to hydraulic pressure.
Adjustment methods are: Run the tong into the wellhead, clamp the joint under high shift, close the make-up
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relief valve of the tong when the tong is stopped, adjust the pressure of general relief valve of the hydraulic
unit to the required value（to the required torque), open the make-up relief valve of the tong and adjust it to
the required make-up pressure (to the required make-up torque). (Note: Do not adjust the make-up pressure
under the low shift because the large torque under low shift will damage the joint!)

Chapter 6 Operation Practices

1. The operator's requirements

1) Before the operation of the power tongs, the operator should learn the structure and performance as well as
the installation on the boom through the instructions.

2) Before the operation and maintenance of drill pipe power tongs, you must check the drill pipe power tongs
for the correct, fixed and reliable installation and the connection between various parts, such as the
connection of transfer cylinder and hydraulic and pneumatic pipelines.

3) To understand the operating procedures and safety requirements.

4) To learn and be familiar with the working principle and working process of the drill pipe power tongs as well
as the role of operation handle.

5) The operators shall be equipped with the normal protective equipment.

2. Operation

1) Open the valve of pneumatic pipeline from the rig to the tongs. (When conditions permit, this valve should
be installed in the driller operating table).

2) Start the hydraulic unit (manual reverse valve on oil motor valve plate should be in the middle position and
oil pump can operate without load). The normal system pressure should not exceed 1.5MPa.

3) Check the tong head jaw plate size and drill pipe joint size for matching. Turn the two positioning handles to
the corresponding positions according to the make-up and break-out operation requirements.

4) Manipulate the two-way pneumatic valve of transfer cylinder to deliver the tong to the well head steadily. It
is prohibited to close the pneumatic valve in one time for it will lead to the collision due to pushing the tongs
to the well head. [If the tong height is not appropriate, manipulate the lifting hydraulic cylinder to lift or drop
the tong for the proper position.]

5) When the tong is sent to the wellhead and drill pipe passes through the gap into the tongs, observe whether
the two upper and lower positioning blocks are coupled with the pin and box joint, manipulate two-way
pneumatic valve of clamping cylinder to clamp the joint with the lower tong, adjust the two-way pneumatic
valve of transfer cylinder to the middle position and discharge the air.

6) According to the make-up and break-out operation requirements, turn high and low shift two-way reverse
valves to the corresponding positions. And shifting is available without stopping.。

7) Reversible and positive rotations of the motor valve are realized through the H-type manual reverse valve.
According to the make-up and break-out operation requirements, change the handle position.

8) Resetting: that is the alignment process within tong head gaps. When one make-up and break-out operation is
completed, manipulate the H-type manual reverse valve in the reverse direction, so that the tong head rotate
in the reverse direction. For resetting, two-way pneumatic valve of high and low shift can be operated
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according to the gap distance. And the resetting can be realized through the shifting between high and low
shifts.

9) In the break-out operation, when the pin is completely screwed from the box (i.e. 5 and a half reverse rotation
of drill pipe or the sound of breaking drill pipe and falling is heard), manipulate the manual reverse valve in
the reverse direction and turn to the make-out direction to remove the upper tong jaw plate from the drill pipe
joint. When the upper tong is loose and not aligned with the gap, it allows to stopping the operation and
pulling out the three-joint unit, then return to resetting to save time.

10) When the pin is not completely screwed from the box, do not pull out the three-joint unit for preventing
slipping. When the upper tong is not loose, do not pull out the three-joint unit so as not to lift the floating
parts or drilling rig to damage the parts.

11) Manipulate the two-way pneumatic valve of the clamping cylinder to opposite working position, so that the
lower tong restore the zero position and align to the gap.

12) Manipulate the two-way pneumatic valve of the clamping cylinder to deliver the tongs out of thewellhead.

13) If the tripping is over, restore all the hydraulic and pneumatic valves to the zero position and stop the pump.
And cut off the air resource from the drilling rig.

14) In the demobilization, close the joints of hydraulic and pneumatic pipelines to prevent the dirt enter the
hydraulic and pneumatic pipelines.

15) The positions of positioning handle of the upper and lower tongs is determined according to the make-up and
break-out operation requirements. However, when changing positions, the clamp head gap must be aligned
for operation, otherwise the device will fail.

16) Operation formulas:

The tongs must sent to the wellhead; return the tong head after the lower tong clamps the tong head; align the
gap after the make-up and break-out operation; loosen the lower clamp and pull it back.

3. Cautions

1) During the disassembly and assembly of jaw plates, you must shut down the hydraulic power unit to prevent
accidents.

2) During the assembly of jaw plates, install jaw plate with the appropriate size for drill pipes. Pay attention to
symmetry installation of jaw plate and the selection of positioning blocks (refer to the attached Table1).

3) Check hydraulic pipeline connection before the operation of the tongs. Prevent high-pressure oil spillage to
hurt the operators. And the operators should stay away from high-pressure pipeline.

4) After the drill pipe enters the tong head, the operator should immediately close the protective door. And it is
prohibited to put your hands and other items into the tong head during the operation.

5) Check the tail rope and sling for security and reliability at any time.

Chapter 7 Maintenance

1) To establish post responsibility system.

2) To add lubricant on grease fitting and skidding surface.
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3) To carry out the commissioning before the use.

4) After each tripping, clean the tong head with water, dry it with compressed air in summer and steam in winter.
Slope plate (Component 46 in Fig. 1) After cleaning the roller part of the slope plate, paint it with a thin layer
of butter. The slope plate should be clean and flexible rotation should be available in the roller andpin.

5) After each tripping, clean lifting hydraulic cylinder, transfer cylinders and clamping cylinders with water.
Clean the piston rod with cotton yarn and paint it with a thin layer of butter. The extended part should be
removed to the cylinder barrel.

6) After each tripping, add 50 ml clean lubricating oil into the pneumatic valve plate to lubricate the
components and prevent the rust.

7) When the tongs is not used, it should be stored in a place far away from the drilling rig floor. The exposed
part of the tong head should be coated with butter and the storage place should be clean anddry.

8) In the demobilization, close the joints of hydraulic and pneumatic pipelines as well as the oil ports to prevent
the foreign objects to enter the pipelines.

9) After the completion of running drill pipe in 10 wells, overhaul is required for the drill pipe tongs.

Chapter 8 Lubrication

1. Open the shied on both sides of the tongs, turn the tong head with pry bar, and paint the surface of notched
gear, idler wheel and roller with No. 2 or No. 3 calcium base grease once per shift.

2. Add No. 2 or No. 3 calcium base grease at various grease fittings with oil gun once per shift.

The specific distribution of grease fittings is shown in the following table.

No. 1 2 3 4

Parts Idler wheel shaft Spline shaft
Clamping cylinder

bracket
notched gear bearing roller

Number of grease

fittings
2 1 2 14

3. Dismantle the motor, oil motor flange and diverting device. And replace the gearbox molybdenum disulfide
lithium grease one time for every three wells (according to the depth of 3000m).

4. Open the screw plug of the upper shell of the tongs or bottom gland screw plug and add or inject the
molybdenum disulfide lithium grease one time for every three wells (according to the depth of3000m).

5. In the re-assembly after the overhaul, inject the molybdenum disulfide lithium grease into the planetary
gearbox annular gear and bearing for lubrication; add No. 2 or No. 3 calcium base grease into notched gear,
idler wheel and bearings for lubrication; add molybdenum disulfide lithium grease into the gear box for
lubrication.

Chapter 9 Attached Drawings

Ⅰ. Figure 1: General plan of ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

Ⅱ. Figure 2: Transmission diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱdrill pipe power tongs
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Ⅲ. Figure 3: Pneumatic system diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

Ⅳ. Figure 4: Hydraulic system diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

Ⅴ. Figure 5: Chart of transfer device of ZQ203-125Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

Ⅵ. Figure 6: Suspended lifting installation diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱdrill pipe power tongs

Ⅶ. Figure 7: Diagram of ZQ125-DS lifting device

Chapter 10 Selection of Hydraulic Oil

1. In the hydraulic drive, the viscosity is the main indicator in the selection of hydraulic oil. hydraulic oil
viscosity change in use is related with the temperature. Therefore, in the operation oil temperature in the tank
should be between 15-70℃. Heat or cool the hydraulic oil if necessary.

2. In the oil, solid impurities with the diameter more than 0.05 mm is not prohibited.

3. Hydraulic oil is generally replaced once a year. But if mine conditions are bad, during the usage, the storage
must be enhanced to prevent the contamination of water and oil mechanical impurities. Regularly observe oil
quality change. Determine the replacing cycle according to oil viscosity, water content and theimpurities.

4. In the power tongs, it is recommended to use 30 # anti-wearing hydraulic oil. If the temperature is below -25
℃, 30 # low-temperature hydraulic oil can be selected. For short-term use turbine oil can also be used.
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Chapter 11 Common Failures and Troubleshooting

Failure phenomena Causes Troubleshooting

In the make-up
operation, the upper and
lower tong slips.

(1) Tong teeth are used for too long time, worn and
bald.

(2) Tong tooth slot are blocked with dirt.
(3) The big brake staple is too loose and upper jaw

plate can not climb on the slope
(4) The brake disc and brake is polluted and brake

staple is sliding.
(6) The tongs is not leveled.
(7) The tongs is not sent to the required position.
(8) Clamping cylinder, pneumatic pipeline or

elsewhere is leaked, causing air pressure lower
than 0.5Mpa.

(9) The tongs is not clean. Jaw plate frame has too
much oil sludge. And roller can not roll easily,
sliding on the slope plate

(10) Do not timely replace positioning block when
replacing the jaw plate.

(11) Drill pipe joint is worn seriously and jaw plate
can not hold it.

(12) And the direction of upper and lower positioning
handle are not identical.

(13) Misalignment of the upper and lower tong gap
leads to the malfunction of reversing of
positioning handle of upper and lower tongs.

(14) Clamp the drill pipe before positioning the
handles.

(1) Replacement the new tooth plate.
(2) Remove dirt with wire brush.
(3) Tighten the brake staple regulation barrel or

replace the barrel spring.
(4) Clean the brake disc and wax brake staple with

rosin.
(6) Leveling the tongs.
(7) clamp the drill pipe after sending the tongs to

the required position.
(8) Tighten the right-angle connector, check for

the sealing of the clamping cylinder from the
19 holes and replace the sealing ring.

(9) Clean jaw plate frame, jaw plate and roller and
coat slope plate with butter.

(10) Replace the corresponding positioning block.
(11) Replace jaw plate with small diameter.
(12) In accordance with the make-up and break-out

requirements, the direction of positioning
handle should be identical with the direction
shown in the sign.

(13) Reversing of positioning handle of upper and
lower tongs should be carried out after
alignment of the upper and lower tong gap.
Otherwise it does not work.

(14) For reversing the positioning handles, you
must carefully observe whether the pins of the
taper disc of the lower tong are in the half
circle of rotary pin. If it is not met, repeat the
action. Return the clamping cylinder to its
original position for the reversing the
positioning handles.

Low shift or high shift is
not available

(1) High and low shift air tube and air pipeline is
leaked.

(2) Two-way pneumatic valve plate is dirty or worn,
leading to air leakage.

(3) Air tube clutch is leaked or friction plate isworn.
(4) The relief valve is leaked.

(1) Replace the pneumatic pipeline.
(2) Dismantle the leaked pneumatic valve, wash

and grind skidding disc and replace the valve.
(3) Replace the air tube or friction plate.
(4) Replace relief valve element.

Shifting is not quick.
(1) The relief valve is blocked.
(2) The gap between air tube clutch and annular gear

is too small and it can not be separated.

(1) Clean or replace relief valve.
(2) Adjust the gap between air tube clutch and

annular gear (for re-assembly).
The pressure high shift
is not enough.

The make-up relief
required pressure.

valve is not adjusted to the Adjust the make-up relief valve (to increase the
pressure).

The tongs does not
rotate with the normal
oil pipeline.

Oil motor is damaged. Repair or replace the oil motor.

The pressure low shift is
not enough and break-
out operation is not
available.

(1) Friction plate is worn and can not hold annular
gear of the gearbox.

(2) hydraulic system failure:
a. Oil level in the tank is too low.
b. Oil viscosity is too high.
c. Oil pipeline is ruptured.
d. Oil pipeline joint is leaked.
e. Relief valve element is blocked.
(3) The brake staple is too loose.

(1) Replacement friction plate of air tube clutch
(low shift).

(2)
a. Stop and refuel to the upper limit of the oil.
b. Replace proper viscosity oil or heat it with

electric heater.
c. Replace oil pipeline.
d. Tighten connector with the wrench
e. Dismantle the relief valve and clean it.
(3) Adjust the brake staple.

Oil motor or oil pump is
too hot.

(1) Too long continuous working hours.
(2) Hydraulic oil viscosity is too high or too low.
(3) Oil level in the tank is low

(1) Stop for cooling. And use it after cooling.
(2) replace the new hydraulic oil according to the

requirements.
(3) Stop for refueling to ensure sufficient fuel in

the tank.
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Chapter 12 Descriptions

1. For the applications in the drilling rigs with different specifications, in the tongs, 9 jaw plates are equipped as
well as four kinds of rollers (φ80, φ90, φ100 and φ120). Each jaw plate assembly includes four jaw plates, 4
rollers, 4 jaw plate roller shafts and two plug screws. And the tongs is equipped with jaw plate assembly with
clamping range up to φ168.28 string. And the other specifications should be ordered by the user separately.

2. If the socket plate of the drill pipe power tongs is in the shortage, B-type suspension tong jaw plate is the
alternative. But the tripping is only available for the combination of cone bit. It is not allowable for the
combination of blade bit, otherwise the tooth slot of jaw board will be damaged.

3. In the drilling, the break-out torque is large, it is permitted to dismantle it for usage when tripping out,
otherwise it will cause shell deformation and the scrapped tongs.

4. The maximum pressure of hydraulic system should not exceed 20.7Mpa. When leaving the factory, the relief
valve is adjusted to the pressure. During the operation, do not adjust it arbitrarily. When you replace it with
new relief valve, adjust it.

5. For left hand drill pipe, the direction of make-up and break-out operation is opposite. If the make-up relief
valve is used to control the make-up torque, you must turn relief valve 180 ° for installation or do not use the
make-up relief valve: close the valve to avoid that the break-out pressure is not enough (just the above make-
up pressure) as well as the failed breaking.

6. For the continuous improvement of product structure, if the contents of this manual are different from the
product. Revision is not added. Please pay attention to this.

Chapter 13 Recommended List of Spare Parts

No. Dwg No. Names Qty Applicable parts Notes

1 19.120.00 Roller 14 Tong head

2 19.100-01 Jaw plate frame inserts 8 Jaw plate frame

3 01.01-23M Spring 1 Tong head

4 19.100-12 Tooth plate 40 Jaw plate assembly

5 01.01-28M Tooth plate bolt 80 Jaw plate assembly

6 19.100-22A Slope plate 8 Tong head

7 01.01-33M Spring 4 Tong head

8 01.01-39M Pin 14 Tong head

9 19.120.00 Positioning handle 1 Tong head

10 19.620.00 Brake staple 2

11 01.04-03M Piston 1 Clamping cylinder

12 01.04-06M Copper sleeve 1 Clamping cylinder

13 02-05M Copper sleeve 1 Transfer cylinder

14 02-10M Shaft sleeve 1 Transfer cylinder

15 02-17M Shaft sleeve 1 Transfer cylinder
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16 02-02M Large piston 1 Transfer cylinder

17 02-04M Small piston 1 Transfer cylinder

18 QF501B Two-way pneumatic valve 3

19 QF514D Quick relief valve 2

20 34SH-B20H-T Manual reverse valve 1

21 YF-B20H3S Relief valve 1

22 Jaw plate assembly 4 According to the specification
of the drill pipe

Coupling

No. Code Names Qty Applicable parts Notes

1 GB/T288 Coupling 22314 4 Spline shaft 150×70×51

2 GB/T283 Coupling NJ315E 4 Idler wheel 160×75×37

3 GB/T276 Coupling 118 2 Planetary gearbox 140×90×24

4 GB/T276 Coupling 6306 1 Planetary gearbox 72×30×19

5 JB/T3588 Coupling RNAV4004 15 Planetary gear 42×28.7×22

Sealing components

No. Code Names Qty Applicable parts Notes

1 01.02-09M Sealing ring 6 Idler wheel

2 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 35×3.1 1

Clamping cylinder

3 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 65×3.1 1

4 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 105×3.1 2

5 JB/ZQ4265-97 Yx- ring d40 1

6 HG4-332-66 J- ring 40 1

7 JB/ZQ4264-97 Yx- ring D100 2

8 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 40×3.1 1

Transfer cylinder

9 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 75×5.7 1

10 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 95×3.1 1

11 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 120×3.1 2

12 JB/ZQ4264-97 Yx- ring D120 2

13 JB/ZQ4264-97 Yx- ring D75 2

14 JB/ZQ4265-97 Yx- ring d40 1

15 JB/ZQ4265-97 Yx- ring d100 1

16 HG4-332-66 J- ring 40 1

17 HG4-332-66 J- ring 100 1

18 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-RING 30×3.1 4
Manual reverse valve

19 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-RING 18×2.4 1
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20 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-RING D75×5.7 1

Lifting hydraulic

cylinder

21 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-RING D35×3.1 1

22 JB/ZQ4265-97 Yx- ring d40 1

23 GB/T15142.1-94 Square ring for hole 75×6.3 2

24 GB/T15142.4-94 Guide ring 75×6.3 2

25 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 35×3.1 2
Relief valve

26 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 10×1.9 1

37 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 28×3.1 5

Hydraulic motor

28 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 35×3.1 2

29 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 65×3.1 5

30 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 80×3.1 1

31 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 125×3.1 1

32 JB/ZQ4224-97 O-ring 200×5.7 1

33 HG4-692-67 Frame oil seal SD65×90×12 1
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Attached Table 1 The corresponding relationship between string diameter and applicable jaw plate assembly of ZQ203-125Ⅱdrill pipe powertongs

No.
String

specifications

Maximum clamping string

The scope of clamping string

Jaw plate code Positioning block Jaw plate roller

Collar

diameter
String code Assembly Parts Length Code Diameter Code

1 27/8 φ114.3 NC31-27/8EU-S135 NC31-27/8EU-E75(φ104.8) 19.148.00 19.148-01 L=57.8 19.148-02 φ120 19.100-18

2 31/2 φ127 NC38-31/2EU-S135 NC38-31/2EU-E75(φ120.7) 19.141.00 19.141-01 L=51.5 19.141-02 φ120 19.100-18

3 4 φ139.7 NC40-4IU-S135 NC40-4IU-E75(φ133.4) 19.142.00 19.142-01 L=45 19.142-02 φ100 19.100-19

4 41/2 φ146 Non-standard 19.149.00 19.100-14B L=42 19.149-01 φ100 19.100-19

5 41/2 φ158.8 NC46-41/2IEU-S135 NC46-41/2IU-E75(φ152.4) 19.143.00 19.143-01 L=35.5 19.143-02 φ100 19.100-19

6 5 φ168.28 NC50-5IEU-S135 Non-API 5″ drill pipe (φ162) 19.144.00 19.144-01 L=30.5 19.144-02 φ100 19.100-19

7 51/2 φ177.8 51/2FH-51/2IEU-E75 19.147.00 19.147-01 L=26 19.147-02 φ90 19.100-20

8 51/2 φ190.5 51/2FH-51/2IEU-S135 51/2FH-51/2IEU-G105(184.2) 19.145.00 19.145-01 L=19.5 19.145-02 φ90 19.100-20

9 8 φ203 钻铤 8″ 65/8FH-65/8IEU-E75(φ203.2) 19.146.00 19.100-17B L=13 19.100-06 φ80 19.100-21

Note: The signs of Jaw plate and positioning block indicate the maximum diamater of clamped string.

16
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1. Notched gear
2. Floating body
3. Brake disc
4. Jaw rack
5. Die
6. Inserts
7. Positioning block
8. Mobile pin
9. Pin 10．
Square sleeve
11. Upper positioning

handle
12. Lifting hydraulic

cylinder
13. Barometer 14．
Pressure- torque

meter 15．
Hydraulic motor 16．
valve plate, lifting

cylinder 17．
High pressure oil

feeding port 18．
Upper annular gear
19．Adjustment thread

rod

21. Splined geart
22. Upper case
23. High shift air tube
24. Sun gear
25. Low shift air tyre
26. Central gear
27. Lower shell
28 Gear shaft
29. Gland
30. Door frame
31. Splined shaft
32.Lower annular gear
33.Oil motor valve
plate
34.Large gear
35.Adjustment tube
assy.
36.Positive and
negative bolts
37.Pneumatic valve
plate
38. Two-way
pneumatic valve
39.Connection rod
40.Idle gear shaft

41.Dial disc
42.Brake staple
43.Jaw rack
44.Jaw plate pin
45. Jaw roller
46. Cam
47. Wedge block
48.Lower positioning
handle
49.Clamping cylinder
50.Clamping cylinder
bracket
51. Low pressure oil
return port
52. Rear plate
53. Taper disc pin
54. Cylinder fork
55. Spring tube
56. Spring
57. Positioning pin
58. Positioning rotary
pin
59. Manual reverse

FIG.1 General View of ZQ203-125II Drill Pipe Tong
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Hydraulic motor

High shift air tyre

Low shift air tyre

Figure 2: Transmission diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱdrill pipe power tongs
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Air in

1.Hydraulic power unit 2. Relief valve 3. Manual reverse valve 4. Manometer

5. Balance valve 6. Lifting hydraulic cylinder 7. Pressure torque meter 8. Hydraulic motor

9. Make-up relief valve 10. Manual reverse valve (H)

Figure 3: Pneumatic system diagram of ZQ203-125/35Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs

1. Barometer 2. Air bag 3. High shift air tube 4. Low shift air tube

5. Relief valve 6. High and low shift pneumatic valve 7. Transfer cylinder valve

8. Transfer cylinder 9. Clamping cylinder 10. Transfer cylinder pneumatic valve

Figure 4: Hydraulic system diagram of ZQ203-125/35Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs



Figure 5: Transfer device of ZQ203-125/35Ⅱ drill pipe power tongs
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5/8 "- 3/4" wire rope

5-ton single pulley

Positive and negative screw rod

Pulled to the girder of the derrick

3-ton chain block
String

Fixed to the table with wire rope

Rotary table

Figure 6: Suspended lifting installation diagram of ZQ203-125Ⅱdrill pipe power tongs
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1. Synchronous linked body

2. lifting cylinder

3. screw rod

4. air bag frame

5. leveling bolt

6. oil feeding port

7. oil return port

8. manual reverse valve

9. balance valve

10. Barometer

FIG.7 ZQ125-DS Lifting Hydraulic Cylinder
1. Adjustment bolt M24 2. Adjustment bolt M20 3.Air valve 4.Relief valve 5. Manual reverse valve

6. hydraulic cylinder 7.Air bag support 8.Pressure gauge 9．Balance valve

Figure 7: Diagram of ZQ125-DS lifting device
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